Abstract. The paper gives a simple result on the existence of normal forms for the following equivalence relation between objects of a category: A B if and only if there are maps A ?! B and B ?! A, under the hypothesis that the category has epi-mono factorizations and each object has nitely many sub-objects and quotient-objects.
General abstract principles are useful in identifying patterns and in research. This paper presents one such principle, a simple rewriting result which holds in general categories. It is essentially the proof of facts like the existence of bases for nitely generated systems (vector spaces, systems of axioms, algebras), that a deterministic nite automata can be reduced to a minimal one, that some database queries can be re ned and minimized, etc. It turns out that the scope of the principle is much wider than these examples.
We present the background material and framework in Section 1. The statement and the proof of the principle is in Section 2. Then, Section 3 presents some well known cases where it is applied. Finally, Section 4 shows new results proved with the help of this principle.
We will suppose a light knowledge of category theory as in the rst chapters of 10]. For rewriting theory we recommend 9] and the book 3].
Throughout the paper we will use the letters A; B; C; : : : for categories, A; B; C : : : for objects of some category, ?! ! will denote epimorphisms, , ! monomorphisms, and = isomorphisms in the corresponding category.
1. Preliminaries 1.1. The equivalence relation . Let C be a category. We are interested in the following relation which occurs in some categories.
De nition 1. Let A; B be objects of C. Then The purpose of this note is to show that under certain niteness conditions the equivalence classes of have normal (canonical) forms, and moreover, they can be obtained by a canonical rewrite system. 1.2. Finite Categories. We will restrict our attention to categories whose objects contain only nitely-many nested sub-objects, as formalized in the de nition below. This is a slightly more general condition for an object than having a nite number of sub-objects (see remark below).
By a proper monomorphism (resp. epimorphism) we will mean one which is not an isomorphism. ?! A; (1) has length k n A (i.e., if there is a chain of monos like (1) with k > n A , then some m j must be an isomorphism). The sub-rank of A, sr(A), is the minimal n A .
The corresponding dual statements are the de nitions of quotient-nite and quotient-rank, qr(A).
An object A is nite if it is sub-nite and quotient-nite. A category C is nite if all its objects are nite.
Remark. The statement \A is sub-nite" implies \A has nitely many subobjects", but is not equivalent to it. The implication follows from the fact that in a chain of proper monos like (1), all f 1 ; : : : ; f k , where f j = m 1 m j :
A j ?! A, must be di erent sub-objects of A. On the other hand, e.g., a vector space of nite dimension n 2 over an in nite eld is sub-nite in the sense above, but has in nitely many sub-objects.
Almost all categories whose objects are intuitively \ nite", are nite in the sense above: nite sets, nite groups, nite rings, nite algebras in general, nite geometries, nite graphs (directed, undirected, labeled), matroids, nite-dimensional vector spaces. But there are some categories that, although intuitively nite, are not, such as the free category with only one object, and one arrow f besides the identity, or the natural numbers with arrows n ?! m if n < m (every object is sub-nite, but not quotient-nite).
There are some simple, but useful, consequences of an object being nite. (2) is the dual of (1).
1.3. The rewriting relation =). Roughly speaking, the relation A =) B will reduce A to a smaller structure B which contains all the essential information of A. For example, in vector spaces, a set of generators A not linearly independent has a proper subset B of it which represents the same vector space; a nite automata A which is not minimal has super uous vertices and edges which can be deleted to get a smaller automata B equivalent to A. In all these cases, we want to \reduce" the object until one is found that has no super uous elements, one that is irreducible.
Recall that a sub-object of an object A is an isomorphic-equivalence class In order to prove that any two objects A; B in a -equivalence class have the same representative, just observe that nf(A) A B nf(B), so nf(A) and nf(B) are both normal forms for A, hence isomorphic. (1)-(3) . We could read hAi as \subspace generated by A" in a vector space, \free algebra of terms generated by A" in algebra of a xed signature, \sentences derivable from A" in a deductive system, etc. The primitive notion is h i. A is independent if hA n fxgi 6 = hAi for every x 2 A. A generates M if M hAi. We want to nd normal forms for the equivalence relation \A 1 is equivalent to A 2 " if and only if hA 1 i = hA 2 i.
Let S U be a nite set, and let C be the category whose objects are So the Normalization Lemma applies. A normal form in C is a =)-irreducible object. Observe that irreducibility implies independence, but the converse is not necessarily true as the following example shows. Consider the set S = fp; q; p^qg and h i to be logical deducibility. Then both fp; qg and fp^qg are independent, but fp; qg is not =)-irreducible: fp^qg is a suband quotient-object of fp; qg.
If we consider generating sets, the above shows that the concept of normal form is stronger than that of base (a set which is independent and generating) in the nite case. In fact, normal forms can exist in cases where \bases do not exist" (meaning usually that there are sets of independent generators of di erent sizes). Two such examples are Subsection 3.1.2 below and free modules over arbitrary rings with identity.
Let us see how the above machinery applies in two examples.
3.1.1. Existence of bases for nite-dimensional vector spaces. Let V be a nite-dimensional vector space, and S V a nite set. De ne hSi as the set of vectors generated by S. Then clearly h i satis es conditions (1)- (3) above. So S has a normal form, hence an independent subset B S, and hBi = hSi by Lemma 5(1). Also, Lemma 5(4) shows that that any two such bases (normal forms, hence isomorphic) have the same cardinality. 3.1.2. Independent set of axioms. Tarski, in his article \Fundamental Concepts of the Methodology of Deductive Sciences" (1930, see 11]), devotes one section, \Independent Sets of Sentences; Basis of a Set of Sentences" to the issue we have been discussing. In this case, we have a nite set S of sentences (in a xed deductive system), and hAi is the set of sentences which are logically deducible from the set A. From the above discussion it follows that a normal form for S is not only an independent set A S which generates S, but also has to be of minimal size. 
where each A i is an atomic formula, i.e., has the form R p j (y 1 ; : : : ; y p ), where each y i is either a variable x q , q m, or a constant a q , and R p j a relational symbol.
Are there normal forms for this class of expressions? In 4], it is answered a rmatively: \For every conjunctive query there is a minimal equivalent query, unique up to isomorphism, that can be obtained from the original query by folding" (folding is essentially our rewriting rule =)).
The proof given is essentially the Normalization Lemma above. Consider the following category: Objects are conjunctive queries (on a xed language L). For Q and Q 0 conjunctive queries as in (3) It can be proved that T 1 T 2 if and only if T 1 and T 2 represent the same tableau query. Again, it is easy to see that this category is nite and has epimono factorization. Hence there are normal forms, i.e., minimal tableaux.
Applications II: New results
The theory of allegories, ALL, is a general calculus of relations introduced in 5]. Representable allegories, RALL, are those allegories that can be represented by sets of binary relations. In 5] it was proved that the equational theory of RALL is decidable. With the help of the Normalization Lemma we proved that there are normal forms for the terms in both theories (ALL and RALL) and showed as a corollary that the equational theory of ALL is also decidable. We will sketch the main ideas below. by the above operations. The category G X is de ned as follows: objects, the elements of G X ; arrows, graph-homomorphisms preserving start, nish, direction and labels of edges.
The terms (over the set X) in the theory of allegories are built from X f1g and the operations \, ;, ( ) o . To each term t, it is possible to associate naturally a graph g t 2 G X by the correspondence 1 (Freyd-Scedrov) . The equation r = t holds in the equational theory of representable allegories if and only if g r ?! g t and g t ?! g r in G X (i.e., g r g r in G X ).
The category G X is nite, but unfortunately has no epi-mono factorization. But we can complete G X with images preserving the relation . If we de ne the new set of objects by G X = f'(g) : ' is an arrow of G X g, where '(g) is the graph-theoretical image of g, and the arrows in G X as the arrows of G X plus the obvious new ones, then the new completed category G X remains nite, has epi-mono factorization, and still holds for it Theorem 1 above. Hence the Normalization Lemma applies, getting normal forms for the theory in the form of graphs.
4.2. Normal forms and decidability of the equational theory of allegories. The same argument above can be done for the equational theory of (pure) allegories. In 7] it was introduced a category which captures equality of terms in this theory. The idea is similar to the representable case, now the morphisms are a little bit more involved (for details see 8] ). Using the Normalization Lemma we were able to prove: Theorem 2. 1. The equational theory of allegories has normal forms.
The equational theory of allegories is decidable.
The decision procedure is simple: consider two terms r; t of the theory. Translate them to graphs g r ; g t respectively. Reduce g r and g t to their respective normal forms. Check if these resulting graphs are isomorphic.
